
Made entirely from plastic waste collected from the ocean, the Sea Chair represents the culmination of  a 
project initiated by Studio Swine and Kieren Jones exploring ways that today’s struggling fishing industry 
could be encouraged to trawl for plastic rather than fish, in order to produce ‘Sea Chairs’ made from the 
waste they collect.

The Sea Chair has been made with simple moulds and tools that would allow it to be produced at sea. 
It is envisaged that each Sea Chair made would carry a tag recording its geographical coordinates and 
production number.
 
On display as part of  the Royal College of  Art’s PARADISE show, the Sea Chair is accompanied by 
a series of  contraptions that have been designed and made especially to collect and process sea plastic.  
Created to raise awareness of  the growing issue of  plastic waste in our oceans, the project also looks to a 
fantasy future where ‘floating factories’ of  varying scales can be adapted to produce Sea Chairs for sale.

Studio Swine and Kieren Jones;

“We were shocked when we learnt about the Great Pacific Garbage Patch, a mass of  marine litter in the 
Pacific Ocean that is almost twice the size of  Texas.  We felt that despite the gravity of  the issue its profile 
was relatively low and we were keen to find a new and innovative solution to tackle this problem.

The connection between chairs and seamen originates with sailors requiring carpentry skills for repairing 
wooden ships at sea; upon retiring many would continue to make wooden furniture in Britain’s port 
towns. We thought it made sense therefore that rather than fisherman making wooden furniture at sea 
they would collect and mould marine plastic into chairs.”

The plastic used to create the first Sea Chair originates from the shores of  Porthtowan, a beach located 
on the Southwest Coast that is known to be the most polluted beach in the UK for micro plastic.  

Technically known as ‘nurdles’, these pellet like pieces of  plastic enter the sea through spillage and 
poor storage in factories and are thought to make up a significant proportion of  the plastic waste at sea.  
Nurdles have not yet been injection molded and are therefore perfect for production.

The first Sea Chair has been made using the Sea Press, a machine that is envisaged to be used onboard 
ships to melt and form the plastic into chairs.  

The Sea Chair can be seen at Via Ventura 4, Milan 20134 (17-22 April 2012, 10am – 8pm daily).

The Sea Chair Project

First Sea Chair Launched during Milan Design Week 2012
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THE SEA CHAIR PROJECT

The Sea Chair Project has been created by Sudio Swine and Kieren Jones as a response to the issue of  
growing levels of  waste plastic in our oceans.  Merging craft, industry and design the project looks to 
harness the struggling fishing industry to produce a series of  chairs created from plastic collected at sea.  
The first Sea Chair was produced with plastic collected from Porthowan Beach in the UK with the help 
of  the custom made Sea Press.  The Sea Chair Project has been exhibited at Dublin Science Gallery, is 
part of  the Material Matters show curated by Droog and will soon travel to Eyebeam in New York.  The 
project won the RCA Sustain Award.

STUDIO SWINE

Studio Swine is a multi-disciplinary design practice by Azusa Murakami and Alexander Groves.  Studio 
Swine works in a boarderland where the fantastical merges with the everyday, researching wide ranging 
scenarios to create objects for a re-imagined world.  Studio Swine explores desire with social and 
environmental sustainability, believing that desire is the most powerful instigator of  change and action.

Operating internationally in the fields of  art, design and fashion, Studio Swine has exhibited at the 
Barbican ARt Centre, Victoria & Albert Museum, New York & London Fashion Week. Studio Swine are 
having its first solo show in São Paulo this Autumn.

KIEREN JONES

Kieren Jones is a designer, maker and researcher based in London, producing small-scale architecture 
and design interventions in response to the built environment. Through his work, Kieren is particularly 
interested in exploring the notions of  amateurism, anti-design and the position of  craft and making in the 
21st Century.

Kieren’s work has been widely exhibited in creative institutions such as Somerset House, the Barbican, 
the IABR, V&A Museum, the RSA and the Gwangju Design Biennale 2011 curated by Chinese Artist, 
Ai Wei Wei.  
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